
Contact an account executive to learn more about The Archiving Platform or visit 
www.smarsh.com

Over 20,000 companies trust Smarsh with their most valuable data. 

ONE ARCHIVING  
PLATFORM  

FOR ALL YOUR  
COMMUNICATIONS

WE ARCHIVE 
EVERYTHING

THE ARCHIVING PLATFORM

A next generation solution for all your electronic communications. 
The Archiving Platform by Smarsh is a leading, cloud-based, comprehensive archiving platform 
supporting a broad range of content types, including: email, instant and text messages, web, 
video and social media. Core features include immutable retention of all archived content 
in an indexed and search-ready state, policies, cases and admin/reporting functions. Key 
capabilities include policy-driven message supervision/review for compliance and powerful 
search/case management for discovery events.

Fast and powerful search. 
Built atop the same enterprise-grade technology that powers websites like E*Trade, the platform 
scales to support businesses of all sizes. Search universally across people, keywords and content 
types to quickly return the results you’re looking for. Cast a wide net or get granular—we make it 
easy to find the right information fast. 

Add on modules to add on value.  
Extend and enhance core platform features with the addition of the Supervision, Discovery 
or Personal Archive modules. Supervision adds powerful message review queue functionality, 
team-based workflows and dashboards to core compliance capabilities. Discovery adds 
advanced/faceted search and the ability to place case-specific content on legal hold to core case 
management capabilities. Personal Archive gives employees secure and flexible access to their 
own archived content with our powerful search features from any device, including mobile ones, 
and without IT intervention. 

Social conversations as they’re meant to be viewed. 
Conversations are rendered contextually and identified clearly, so you’ll know immediately 
whether you’re reviewing a social media post, email, text message or other content type.
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Find out more today at www.smarsh.com

CHOOSE THE RIGHT PACKAGE FOR YOUR NEEDS

“Smarsh was the choice that linked with our strategic goals and will evolve with our needs. With Smarsh, we can deploy intelligent 
supervision and have deeper oversight on potential infractions.”

Senior Vice President, Securities America

THE ARCHIVING PLATFORM: CORE FEATURES

SUPERVISION
- Issue-oriented review queues

- Actionable review and escalation workflows
- Defensible reporting 

STARTER
FEATURES 
SEARCH 
REVIEW 

POLICIES - 2 ACTIVE 
CASES - 2 ACTIVE 

ADMIN & REPORTS

PROFESSIONAL
FEATURES 

STARTER FEATURES 
+ 

POLICIES - 10 ACTIVE 
CASES - 10 ACTIVE 
ADMIN - GROUPS 

ENTERPRISE
FEATURES 

PROFESSIONAL FEATURES 
+ 

POLICIES - UNLIMITED 
CASES - UNLIMITED 

ADMIN - RETENTION 
POLICIES, AD SYNC & 
ADVANCED FEATURES

ADD-ON MODULES TO ENHANCE PLATFORM EXPERIENCE

DISCOVERY
- Enhanced case features

- Legal holds

PERSONAL ARCHIVE
- Secure personal access to archived email

- Self-service enhanced archive search 

SEARCH-READY CONTENT:
Quick, granular and unified
search across all archived

communications

CASES:
Powerful cost and

time-cutting functionality to
search and produce data

POLICIES & REVIEW:
Automated classification

and policy enforcement with
efficient, intuitive reviews

ADMIN & REPORTING:
Role-based user/group

management, security settings
and customizable reporting suite
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